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SEPA Project: A wonderful initiative of achieving SDG

Eduvista Desk

   

 

Bangladesh Industrial Technical Assistance Centre (BITAC) was established in 1962 merging Industrial
Research and Development Centre (IRDC) and Industrial Productivity Services (IPS). At the beginning the
name was PITAC and in 1972 it was renamed as BITAC. The main objectives of BITAC are to develop
skillsthrough training, produce and repair import substitute machine parts and innovate to increase
industrial productivity. BITAC is a self-governed autonomous body under the Ministry of Industries. There
are five BITAC centers located in Dhaka, Chattorgam, Khulna, Bogura and Chandpur.

  
BITAC is rendering technical training from its inception and it is also conducting training through one project
named Self-Employment and Poverty Alleviation (SEPA). According to the declaration by Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina to give job in every house in 2009, BITAC initiated the SEPA project. 

  
The core objective of the project was to create self-employment and poverty alleviation through training.
Though female training was the priority in the project, however male was also included from the beginning. 
SEPA project started functioning in 2009. Under the project 300 females in each batch are getting 3
months duration training in 9 trades in Dhaka center and males are getting two months training in 3 trades
from other four centers. At present the 36th batch female training course is running. 
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From July 2009 to September 2018 a total of 22,780 male-female (9,581 female, 13199 male) were trained.
The target of the project was to train 25,000 persons by June 2019 and till date the achievement rate is
almost 91%. It is expected that the rest will be completed within June 2019.  A total number of 7253 (male
3681, female 3572) persons has been awarded appointment letter at the end of the training course and
many of them has become entrepreneurs after training. The uniqueness of the project is to hand over
training certificate and appointment letter at the same time of closing sessions in most occasions.

  
207 female trainees (out of 300) of 33rd batch, female trainees (out of 298) of 34th batch and female
trainees (out of 280) of 35th batch were received appointment letter at the same time of course completion.
Senior Secretary, Ministry of Public Administration (MoPA), Dr Md Mozammel Haque Khan, chief SDG
coordinator of PMO  Abul Kalam Azad and Water Resources Secretary  Kabir Bin Anwar, were present in
three certificate award ceremony of the 33, 34 and 35thfemale batch of SEPA project respectively. All of
them commented that BITAC SEPA project was   unique example of both training and employment for
youth and specially women's entrepreneurship.State Minister  Abdul Mannan also visited the SEPA training
course and commented that it is really unbelievable. 

  
As the project was running very well it was revised three times from 2009 and it will be concluded in June
2019. However, the inter-ministerial evaluation committee strongly recommended starting the second
phase of the SEPA project considering its contribution in skills development. BITAC governing body has
also recommended preparing the DPP for the 2nd phase of the SEPA project so that training course would
be started from July 2019 without any gap. 

  
The present director general Dr Md Mafizur Rahman (additional secretary) has initiated many changes in
BITAC to make it very effective. Under his leadership, BITAC has signed a MoU with a2i project of the PM
office (now under ICT Division) to support BITAC. Taking support from a2i project, the trainees are selected
in a very interested way. As like as talent hunting of the singer or artist selection, lower level educated and
unprivileged male-females are selected from the Upa-zilla level organized by local administration with
assistance from a2i in a very festive mode. From March 2018, a2i selected 10 Upa-zilla for talent hunting in
the first phase considering the poverty level.  

  
There are three important features of the SEPA project and these are: trainees selection (need based) in
the name of talent hunting, hands on practical training, and creation of the employment opportunity through
job fair. Usually at the closure of the training course the employers attended to select their employees from
BITAC trainees. Sometimes, the employers took the job seekers from BITAC to industry through their bus.
It is really a wonderful initiative of BITAC for conducting training and making them skilled for industry
sector. In reply of a question, two employers said that we recruit BITAC trainees because they are very
disciplined and smart. 

  
The SEPA project has contributed a lot in achieving   Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) specially the
goal number 1, 2 and 5 i.e poverty alleviation, zero hunger and gender balancing through women
empowerment. The current SEPA project is going to be completed by June 2019, however everyone is
expecting for the extension of the SEPA project. We also recommend for its long term extension for training
and job together. 
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